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Abstract

Within the framework of the promotion of the environmental friendly modes, the European Commission has

launched a number of research projects aiming at evaluating technical and organisational innovations that can improve

the performance of the freight transport operations in the rail sector. The scope of this paper is to present a modelling

approach focusing on the comparative evaluation of conventional and advanced rail-road terminal equipment. The set

of models used, consists of an expert system for the terminal design, a model simulating terminal operations and a

macro-model implementing rail operating forms and assigning freight flows in the transport network. This approach

stems from the fact that the time savings due to efficient terminal transshipment can be used effectively only in com-

bination with advanced rail operating forms.
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1. Introduction

Creation of a European intermodal transport
network is a high-priority objective of the Euro-

pean Community and one to which the European

Commission has dedicated studies, specific legis-

lation and very considerable funds [1]. Intermodal

transport in Europe has registered a high rate of

growth for many years since the beginning of its

services. This growth was supported by a system-

atic promotion and subsidies received by various

European countries. In the most recent years the

growth trends of the past were not confirmed, and
clear trends for the future are not self-evident [2].

Although in the strategic level the member states

had expressed their willingness for a closer co-

operation among their national railway organisa-

tions, this co-operation is still at an infant stage.

However, as the liberisation of the railway market

has allowed the participation of private operators,

the focus is gradually moving from the improve-
ment of the national network operations to the

management of the international transport chain.

In parallel, the European Commission has sup-

ported various research and pilot initiatives aiming
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at the harmonization of infrastructure design
standards, safety regulations, equipment specifi-

cations and operating procedures for both, inter-

modal terminals and network.

Intermodal terminals are the nodes of the freight

transport network. Parameters like the terminal�s
location in relation to the spatial allocation of

production and consumption centres, the existence

of antagonistic terminals, the access to the major
rail and road networks etc. affects significantly the

cargo volume and the intermodal transport units

(ITU) mixture served. Other parameters like the

cost and availability of land are determined mainly

by local conditions [3]. On the contrary, a number

of parameters is determined by the terminal planner

(or imposed by the terminal authorities). Among

these parameters, the handling equipment plays a
dominant role since it outlines the terminal layout

and determines its limits and productivity [4].

Work on the comparative evaluation of alter-

native terminal designs (using conventional tech-

nologies) has been carried out both in the remote

past [5–7] as well as in the recent years [8,9]. Se-

lected issues (space, equipment optimisation etc.)

have been further investigated [10,11]. The com-
parative evaluation of the innovative equipment

that appeared lately [12] was performed mainly

through research projects [13–17]. Attention was

also given to specific operational issues [18,19].

The scope of this paper is to present a modelling

approach focusing on the comparative evaluation

of conventional and advanced rail-road terminal

equipment. The typical rail-road terminal config-
uration and the associated service procedures are

presented in Section 2. Since rail-road terminal

productivity is strongly related to the rail-side

operating conditions, the basic rail operating

forms are presented in Section 3. The analysis is

supported by a set of models. The description of

the models and their interrelation are presented in

Section 4, while the conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Rail-road terminals

Rail-road terminals consist of a wide range of

installations, ranging from simple terminals pro-

viding transfer between two or three modes of
transport, to more extensive centres providing a

number of value-added services such as storage,

empties depot, maintenance, repair, etc. A typi-

cal rail-road terminal includes the following ele-

ments:

(a) Rail sidings for train/wagon storage, marshal-

ling and inspection purposes.
(b) Transhipment tracks (also termed loading

tracks) for the train loading/unloading opera-

tions.

(c) Storage or buffer lanes for ITUs.

(d) Loading and driving lanes for the trucks.

(e) Gates, internal road network.

In the simplest type of operation, the train ar-
rives on the transshipment line, is serviced (un-

loaded and/or loaded) and remains there until

departure. This type of operation enables almost

exclusive direct transshipment between wagon

and trucks without intermediate storage on the

ground. The unloading and loading sequence is

dictated mainly by the truck arrivals at the ter-

minal [20].
Real-life operations are generally more com-

plicated: If the number of incoming wagons per

train exceeds the length of the track, the train has

to be shared out over two (or more) tracks.

Moreover, if the number of incoming trains (or

train parts) exceeds the capacity of the transship-

ment tracks, certain trains have to be removed

from the transshipment tracks after an unloading/
loading phase of a few hours, in order to make

space for new inbound trains. This procedure re-

quires that the first pulse of wagons be com-

pletely unloaded, either onto the trucks or into the

buffer lanes, in order to guarantee the availability

of ITUs for customers. The empty wagons are

then transferred to storage sidings and the next

pulse of wagons can be marshalled into the
transshipment tracks. After that, the empty wag-

ons are composed to form the outgoing trains. A

wagon pin adjustment procedure prepares the

wagons to accommodate the new loading units.

After the wagon�s loading and the necessary in-

spections and brake tests, the train is ready to

depart.
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The requirements concerning rail-road terminal
operations are increased by those corresponding to

scheduled trains, train-to-train transshipments,

increasing number of clients (private railways, in-

termodal operators) and complexity of data in the

freight nodes (customs, hazardous goods) [21].

3. Rail operating forms

The intermodal transport situation in Europe is

somewhat complex. However, for the purposes of

this analysis, four different operating forms for

railway transport have been identified (see Fig. 1).
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A→B

Fig. 1. Alternative rail operating forms.
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(1) Direct train. These trains are running be-
tween two terminals without handling on the way

and are the most economic and rapid operating

rail mode. Two variants may be found: block

trains (the number of wagons dependent on spe-

cific demand) or shuttle trains (fixed train forma-

tion). The latter includes also shuttle–shuttle form,

which is characterised by a fixed composition of

wagons, running twice a night between two ter-
minals, thereby eliminating the need for a pair

(one per direction) of wagon groups.

(2) Group trains or feeder systems. The aim of

feeder systems is to link terminals of a region

through––short––feeder links and fulfil the long

distance transport in a complete train. If the de-

mand is too small for economical services with

direct trains, feeder systems can be a possible so-
lution.

(3) Liner trains. They offer regular service and

allow the integration of terminals with smaller

demands in a network of intermodal transport.

Today�s understanding of liner trains means fixed

compositions of wagons which are loaded and

unloaded during the stop. An alternative can be a

liner train which uncouples a number of wagons
(instead of transships ITUs) in each terminal stop.

(4) Hub and spoke system. With such a system

it is possible to offer more connections between

medium and small terminals. The time used for

train formation and bundling in the hub and for

detours (compared to the shortest path between

two terminals) reduces the possible transport dis-

tance in the available time window.
Moreover, a mixture of full load traffic and

intermodal transport systems exists, that makes

use of junctions and marshalling yards for the

wagon sorting process. This rail form is still very

common in Europe for small volumes or if private

sidings have to be served.

4. Modelling approach––models and linking tech-

nique

Rail-road terminals and rail operating forms

are two of the parameters that affect the effec-

tiveness of the intermodal transport. Many other

parameters exist like the structure of the existing

network (in terms of origin/destination points and
railway line capacities), the rolling stock capabili-

ties, the interference with the passenger railway

traffic (which normally have priority over the

freight traffic) etc. The optimisation of the whole

system, should unavoidably be based on numerous

assumptions and despite its great academic im-

portance, it is of limited value for many actors

involved in the real world operations (e.g equip-
ment manufactures, freight forwarders, terminal

operators) that seem to prefer straightforward

answers to their ‘‘what–if’’ scenarios.

The modelling approach followed in this re-

search allows the user intervention in the design

process, both in terminal design and rail form

system selection, while on the other hand facili-

tates powerful tools (expert system support, sim-
ulation, freight flow market share functions etc.)

that can produce quantitative results (investment

cost, cost per loading unit transshipped, transport

volume etc.). The improvement of the performance

of a system under investigation (e.g a transport

corridor that incorporates small, medium and

large terminals) can be achieved through an opti-

misation procedure, which is based on a thorough
investigation of the terminal performance by use

of a micro-model. This model incorporates an

expert system, that assists the user to form tech-

nically sound terminal designs and therefore to

reduce the number of alternatives for further in-

vestigation, and a simulation model, that quanti-

fies the performance of the produced terminal

configurations. The outcome of the above inves-
tigation is a set of cost-versus-volume curves (see

part 4.3). These curves are then used in a macro-

model of the transport network, which calculates

the volume of the rail freight flows in the network.

Furthermore, an analytical model is used for the

calculation of the cost of the pre- and post-haulage

sub-system. 1 The presentation of the pre- and

1 The micro-model was developed by the National Technical

University of Athens (NTUA). The macro-model was devel-

oped by COHERANCE (Brussels) while the pre- and post-

haulage model was developed by Eidgenossische Technische

Hochschule (ETH)––Zurich IVT.
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post-haulage sub-system analysis and modelling is
outside the context of this paper.

4.1. Expert system

The micro-model consists of an expert system

supported by a simulation module and a cost cal-

culation module for the various terminal designs.

The expert system produces alternative terminal
designs using conventional and innovative trans-

shipment equipment, rail access systems, identifi-

cation, location and positioning devices, semi-

automatic control, information systems, etc. The

expert system identifies each of the above elements

by ‘‘compatibility’’, ‘‘performance’’ and ‘‘cost’’

attributes. The ‘‘compatibility’’ and the ‘‘perfor-

mance’’ attributes––through an interactive inter-
face––enable the user to form technically sound

terminal designs. Moreover, the ‘‘performance’’

attributes participate in the calculation of the

equipment service cycle, thus enabling the quanti-

fication of the performance of each element in the

terminal performance. An automatic information

system––for example––that supports a reach-

stacker 2 fleet is incorporated in the micro-model
by the following attributes:

(a) ‘‘cost’’ attributes which are its purchase/instal-

lation cost and its maintenance cost,

(b) ‘‘performance’’ attribute expressed by time

saving achieved in the equipment service-cycle

due to implementation of the information sys-

tem that results in the reduction of reshuffles
i.e. container rearrangements in order to han-

dle containers that are not at the top of the

stack.

The detailed description of the characteristics

and capabilities of the expert system are presented

elsewhere [22]. Hereinafter, the expert system pa-

rameters and the associated set of rules are out-
lined.

The first parameter is the cargo volume of the
terminal. This user selection determines the type of

the available handling equipment/technologies.

For example, a moderate terminal volume ex-

cludes the equipment dedicated to low volume as

well as high cargo volumes. In Fig. 5 the effective

volume ranges for various equipment/technologies

are presented. Furthermore, the cargo volume in

combination with other parameters (type of the
equipment, ITU types transshipped, stacking ca-

pabilities etc.) determines the land requirements.

The second parameter of the expert system is

the mixture of the loading unit types transshipped.

In the real world the mixture of the existing

loading unit types (namely containers, swap-bod-

ies/inland containers and semi-trailers) is deter-

mined by the market conditions, which in turn are
affected by the location of the terminal e.g. a rail

terminal located nearby a port, is likely to serve

very high percentages of containers. Therefore,

through this parameter the user ‘‘describes’’ an

important terminal characteristic. The associated

selections affect the land requirements (the loading

unit dimensions are taken into account) as well as

the stacking capabilities (since only containers and
a small proportion of the swap bodies and inland

containers are stackable). The existence of semi-

trailers, especially when in high percentages, ex-

cludes some equipment types or imposes require-

ments for additional apparatus or specialized

rolling stock. This is due to the fact that some

automatic equipment require man intervention in

order to fix the king-pin support of the semi-trai-
ler.

The cost and availability of land are the addi-

tional expert system parameters. The cost of land

value is used in the cost calculations scheme while

the availability of the land, in combination with

the terminal volume and the stacking capabilities

of the loading units, excludes the handling equip-

ment types that are land intensive.
Another parameter is the rail operating form

(see Section 3) at the terminal. The selected form

defines the train arrival pattern (and therefore the

associated truck arrival patterns) used by the

simulation model.

The length and access system of the transship-

ment tracks are the next parameters. Four options

2 Reach Stacker ¼ mobile equipment with a spreader on a

beam that allows them to handle and stack containers one on

the top of the other)
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are included: short (450 to 550 m) or long (750 m)
tracks both in combination with single or bilateral

access. This selection determines the dimension of

one of the terminal sides, the one that interfaces

with the rail. It also determines (in combination

with the equipment type and the operating rail

form served) the number of the transshipment and

waiting tracks of the terminal. Table 1 indicates

the track configurations for a terminal serving di-
rect trains on short tracks, (also called half-mod-

ule) by use of gantry cranes. The table depicts an

expert system rule that applies for all gantry crane

based terminal designs (equipment configurations

number 3 and 13 in Table 2). Other equipment

configurations require different rules. In the mov-

ing train technique (equipment configurations

number 5, 7, 10 and 14 in Table 2), for example,
only one short transshipment track exists while all

waiting trains are accommodated in waiting
tracks. Moreover, a single-access system excludes

the implementation of some technologies (e.g. the

train coast in the terminal with momentum tech-

nology).

Terminals with short rail interface have lower

infrastructure cost but higher operating cost since

the long trains must be split in two parts to be

accommodated in the short transshipment tracks.
Furthermore, additional effort is put for the han-

dling equipment that have to ‘‘clear the train’’

before the two train parts swap between trans-

shipment and waiting trucks. Therefore, the length

of transshipment tracks affects the infrastructure

cost (land, total transshipment/waiting track

length) as well as the handling equipment pro-

ductivity.
The final parameter is the equipment type that

allows for a selection among a number of handling

systems incorporating reach stackers, gantry

cranes of various productivities, as well as four

innovative handling equipment/technologies. The

technical description of this equipment can be

found elsewhere [23]. Furthermore, the user can

adopt appropriate additional add-on devices
(semi-automatic control for conventional cranes,

coast with momentum access system, pre-plan-

ning support etc.) that although they increase the

Table 1

Number of transshipment and waiting tracks for a terminal

with short tracks, equipped with gantry cranes, that serves di-

rect train operating forms

Volume (units per

day)

Number of trans-

shipment tracks

Number of wait-

ing tracks

250 4 0

500 4 4

750 2� 4 2� 2

Table 2

Alternative handling technologies evaluated by the micro-model

a/a Module size Equipment configuration

1 Half module Two reach stackers operating at 15 ITUs/h

2 Full module Two reach stackers operating at 15 ITUs/h

3 Half module One gantry crane operating at 22 ITUs/h

4 Full module One gantry crane operating at 22 ITUs/h

5 Full module Moving train technique–One crane–Single area variant

6 Full module Two gantry cranes operating at 24 ITUs/h

7 Full module Moving train technique–One crane–Basic variant

8 Full module Three gantry cranes operating at 24 ITUs/h

9 Full module Three gantry cranes operating at 28 ITUs/h

10 Full module Moving train technique–Two cranes–Single area variant

11 Two full modules Two reach stackers operating at 15 ITUs/h

12 Two full modules Two gantry stackers operating at 24 ITUs/h

13 Half module Two gantry stackers operating at 24 ITUs/h

14 Full module Moving train technique–Two cranes–Basic variant

15 Two full modules Three gantry cranes operating at 24 ITUs/h

16 Full module Unidirectional bridges

17 Full module Bi-directional rolling gantry crane
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investment cost, allow for an improvement of the

equipment service cycle time.

4.2. Micro-model

The simulation module converts the equipment

service cycle into train/vessel and truck service

times, which are then compared to specific quality

of service criteria. The model simulates both the

railside and the roadside of the terminal. Fig. 2

presents the key elements of the simulated termi-
nal.

The trains� properties (arrival time, number of

ITUs to be loaded/unloaded, scheduled departure

times) are defined by a ‘‘train arrival scenario’’

which is produced prior of the simulation by a

special generator that incorporates information of

operating characteristics of real terminals. Various

train arrival scenarios are produced in order to
cover a wide range of volumes (from 100 to 1200

ITUs per day). For each train arrival scenario, a

nonstationary Poisson process (empirical data

following the German experience) is used to gen-

erate the associated truck arrivals. The simulated
rail-side operations include train swaps between

transshipment and waiting tracks as well as the

truck service procedures (where the terminal

working hours, the equipment service discipline

and the terminal�s train–truck appointment system

are taken into account). The thorough presenta-

tion of the simulation model is included elsewhere

[23].

4.3. Cost versus volume curve production

Fig. 3 shows the methodology used to produce

a typical cost-versus-volume curve. A design is

considered as acceptable, if all trains are served on

time (according to their time table) and in addition

if the 95% of the associated trucks are served
within 20 minutes.

TRANSSHIPMENT
TRACKS

GATE
IN

Service
Strategy

GATE
OUT

Transshipment
via storage

Direct Truck
Transshipment

GANTRY
CRANES

TRUCK WAITING
AREA

INSIDE THE
TERMINAL

TRUCK SERVING AREA

WAITING
AREA

BEFORE
GATE

Main line

WAITING TRACKS

TRUCK
ARRIVAL

SCENARIOS

STORAGE AREA

Train swaps between

transshipment and waiting tracks

Fig. 2. Key elements of the simulated terminal.
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This criterion agrees with the results of a rele-

vant EC research project [24] and was confirmed by
many terminal operators. The elements of the ac-

cepted design (area, equipment, personnel etc.) as

well as the truck dwell times are ‘‘fed’’ into the cost

calculation scheme to produce the ‘‘cost per ITU

transshipped’’ for the specific cargo volume, tech-

nological solution and operating conditions. The

replication of the computational procedure for a
series of cargo volumes produces a cost-versus-

volume curve associated to a technological solution

operating under specific operating conditions.

Two types of cost-versus-volume curves are

identified: ‘‘U’’ type curves indicating that the

 
 
 
 

        Expert system

Simulation model 

Alternative terminal designs 

Track capacity 
limitation

Ve Vr 

Cost / ITU 

Volume 

Limitation due to 
equipment 
inadequacy 

Track capacity 
limitation 

Vr 

Cost / ITU 

Volume 

Terminal capacity restricted by 
equipment inadequacy 

Terminal capacity restricted by 
track capacity limitation 

Criteria for terminal 
design acceptance 

Cost calculation module

Cost per ITU associated to 
terminal and equipment 

Accepted terminal design 

Train / truck arrival 
scenarios that cover
a wide range of 
terminal volumes 

Fig. 3. Method used to produce a typical cost-versus-volume curve.
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terminal capacity is restricted by the equipment
inadequacy and ‘‘L’’ type curves indicating that

the terminal capacity is restricted by the capacity

limitations of the tracks. It must also be noted that

when the terminal capacity is restricted by equip-

ment inadequacy (see relevant case in Fig. 3) the

cost/ITU curve presents two asymptotic points:

the first at zero volume level and the second at

maximum load capacity.

4.4. Terminal investment strategies

A typical intermodal transport chain includes

many actors (sender, forwarder, main haulage

operator, terminal operator, pre- and post-haulage

operator/company etc.). Nevertheless, the present

analysis may be considered as having the terminal
operator cost as the primary target of the optimi-

sation procedure. However, it is foreseen that the

enhancement of the efficiency of the terminals

will be swift to the whole transport chain not only

as a price per handling reduction but also as an

increase of the combined transport share due to

the implementation of advanced rail operating

forms that could be implemented thanks to the
potential of the technological advances at the ter-

minals.

One might expect that a terminal operator aims

to operate his terminal at the minimum point of the

cost/ITU curve or to a point that maximises the

terminal�s profit. Nevertheless, the current terminal

practice is following other rules. The conflict

mainly concerns the terminal (server) which aims at
the maximisation of its investment/equipment

utilisation while, on the other hand, the trucks

(users) request limited service time. This limited

service time is interpreted as ‘‘new configuration,

more handling equipment’’ or as ‘‘new technology,

more productive handling equipment’’. The lower

part of Fig. 4 illustrates the cost element associated

to the terminal decision that ‘‘swifts’’ from its
current technology/configuration into another

more suitable for higher volumes technology/con-

figuration when the volume reaches a certain value,

say V1.
The term ‘‘technology/configuration’’ is used

hereinafter to describe terminal designs that are

based on different equipment technologies or al-

ternatively terminal designs that are enhancing

their capabilities by increasing the number of

equipment and/or upgrading the terminal config-

uration (e.g. full modules instead of half modules,

more transshipment tracks etc.) or even terminal

designs that implement both options.

Volume 

Cost per ITU transshipped 

Cost due to intensive 
terminal work Cw 

Cw* 
Ce* 

Cf* 

Additional energy and 

maintenance cost Ce
 

Fixed operating cost Cf 

V1 

Total cost of alternative 
terminal configuration 

V2 V1 Volume 

Cost per ITU transshipped 

Total cost of current 
terminal configuration 

V1 Volume 

Cost per ITU transshipped 

Investment Cost 

Cost 

Volume 

Total truck cost 

V2 

Volume 

Cost 

Total system’s cost of   
current terminal 
configuration 

V3 V2 

Total system’s cost of   
alternative terminal 
configuration  

Fig. 4. Cost elements associated to alternative terminal con-

figurations.
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When an existing ‘‘technology/configuration’’ is
replaced by another (with a higher capacity), var-

ious cost alterations occur: The investment cost is

usually increased since the technology/configura-

tion that can cope with higher volumes incorpo-

rates more expensive equipment and/or more land

and civil engineering works.

The operating cost can be increased or de-

creased depending on the relevant alteration of its
three components: fixed operating cost, additional

energy and maintenance cost, cost due to intensive

terminal work. The fixed operating cost element Cf

(minimum personnel, energy for lighting, fixed

equipment maintenance etc.) can be increased or

decreased according to the degree of automation

of the new equipment/configuration.

If the new technology/configuration has the
same/similar degree of automation with the exist-

ing technology/configuration then the fixed oper-

ating cost is expected to be increased due to the

additional personnel associated to the increased

number of equipment. On the contrary, when the

new technology/configuration offers a higher de-

gree of automation, the fixed operating cost is

expected to be reduced due to savings in personnel.
The additional energy and maintenance cost ele-

ment Ce concerns mainly the associated variable

energy and maintenance costs of the terminal

equipment (energy per ITU handling, replacement

of ruined parts, tires, increased consumption of

lubricants, types etc.). These cost elements are

expected to be increased when technologies/con-

figurations capable of handling higher ITU vol-
umes are introduced, since they usually include

more and/or fast equipment requiring more energy

as well as more maintenance due to more sophis-

ticated devices/control etc.

The cost element associated to intensive termi-

nal work Cw is usually generated when the terminal

exceeds its static capacity and therefore trains

swap between waiting and transshipment tracks
and ‘‘clear the train’’ operations are required,

leading to additional manpower ad/or overtimes,

indirect ITU handling etc. This cost element is

expected to be decreased since the new equipment/

configuration posses enchased capabilities that

reduce or eliminate the above terminal inefficien-

cies.

The composition of investment and operat-
ing cost into total terminal cost curves for each

technology/configuration (see middle graph in

Fig. 4) enables the identification of the break-even

point at the specific volume ðV2Þ, where the exist-

ing technology/configuration should be aban-

doned in favour of the alternative. Nevertheless,

this volume is usually associated to very high truck

costs.
If the total system cost (total terminal cost plus

truck sub-system cost) is taken into account, the

break-even point corresponds to a different vol-

ume ðV3Þ. However, this is only of theoretical va-

lue, since the cost for new investment/equipment

has to be covered solely by the terminal while the

benefits are spread to both terminal and trucks (see

the upper part of Fig. 4). For the same reason,
other reasonable compromises (e.g. the limit of 70–

80% for the equipment utilisation ‘‘suggested’’ for

some queuing systems) do not lead to agreement

between ‘‘server’’ and ‘‘users’’. The power play is

mainly defined by the market response. If the

trucks are captive to the specific terminal, they

have to accept long service times. If, on the con-

trary, other options exists (e.g. other terminals in
the area or transport by road instead of combined

transport) the terminal has to offer a high level of

service (that includes short service time) to attract

the trucks. The experts (interviewed for the pur-

poses of this research) pointed out that there are

two reasonable thresholds that could be adapted in

the procedure of upgrading the existing conven-

tional terminal configuration: the 250 and the 500
TUEs/day. This rule of thumb was originated from

the conventional German and French terminal

configurations but it seems that can be also applied

for many proposed advanced technologies/config-

urations.

The perception of the data presented in Fig. 5

reveals that the 250 TEUs/day threshold is im-

posed by the equipment inadequacy that leads to
high terminal and truck costs. The threshold of

500 TEUs/day corresponds to the maximum ca-

pacity of the track sub-system. The L type curves

of the technical solutions investigated in the 250–

500 volume range indicated that the handling

equipment has not reached their limits and posses

reserved capacity.
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It should be noted that the threshold similarly
between conventional and advanced systems is due

to the fact that the advanced systems take into

account the existing rail operating forms and ter-

minal operating conditions.

Table 2 introduces the basic characteristics of

the technologies investigated within the framework

of this research while Fig. 5 shows the overall

outcome of the modelling and cost calculation
procedure, namely the cost-versus-volume curves.

Each curve is associated to a technological solu-

tion and includes infrastructure, equipment,

maintenance, energy, personnel and truck waiting

time costs. In addition, a ‘‘minimum cost enve-

lope’’ is produced (based on the assumption of a

hypothetical terminal that ‘‘swaps’’ between tech-

nologies/configurations at the break-even points of
the total cost of the alternative systems, indicating

also the volume areas where each technology is

cost effective. It should be mentioned that apart

from the technological solutions investigated in

this work, others also exist, but the current re-
search was restricted to technologies for which

detailed cost and performance information were

available. Nevertheless, the research is currently

extended aiming at the investigation of a much

wider spectrum of technological solutions [17].

An overview of the curves in Fig. 5 indicates

that:

(1) Each design is effective for a certain cargo
volume range and is restricted by its capacity

limitations. The terminal�s capacity limitations are

imposed mainly by the capacity limitations of the

sidings/transshipment track sub-system rather

than by the handling equipment given that there

are technical solutions to provide the required

support for the handling operations.

(2) Relatively high costs are related as expected
to low volumes (irrespectively of the equipment

technologies). These costs decrease as volumes in-

crease but an asymptotic trend is observed at the

level of 30 Euros per ITU. However, comparison
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with a ‘‘real life’’ situation might lead to astonish-
ing results. The calculated cost is about double the

‘‘price’’ accepted by the market. This is explained

by the fact that the model takes into account the

investment cost that accounts for about 50% of the

total terminal cost. This means that under today�s
pricing system the terminal covers only its operat-

ing cost. The infrastructure is considered as ‘‘heri-

tage’’ from the era of the state-owned railways
while the expenses for the purchase of the newer

equipment, fully or partly covered by state subsi-

dies, represent the social cost that the community

pays for the survival of this environmental friendly

mode. Nevertheless, it seems that in Europe, the

state-subsidy period has reached to an end for the

sake of the liberalization.’’

The importance of the quality of service offered
by the combined transport terminals (qualifica-

tion, security, flexibility for last minute changes,

short cut-off time, etc.) is recognized as an im-

portant factor associated to the attractiveness of

the combined transport. The associated effects are

in fact taken into account through the market

share functions of the macro-model (see Section

4.5).

4.5. The macro-model

The macro-model was developed to analyse the

attractiveness of the multi-modal transport chain

on a scale that may range from a multi-regional to

a European one. It allows the user to define net-

works, forms of operation, costs and delay calcu-
lation rules, as well as a range of transshipment

terminals. Fig. 6 presents the main elements com-

posing the macro-model as well as its relation with

the expert system modelling blocks. A freight de-

mand is defined between regions and the model

computes the flows carried by each operating form

simulated in the model.

The model uses a ‘‘geographical data query’’
developed in the context of a EU research pro-

gramme [27] that contains the freight demand

among the different regions considered. This

freight can be accommodated by different modes

(including the combined transport) depending on

cost, time and quality of service characteristics.

The micro-model makes use of market share

functions to represent this market behaviour. In
the first step, the regions (where an operating

system can be implemented) and the corridors

between these regions are defined. If more than

one terminals exist in a region, the catchment area

of each terminal is defined by assuming that a

percentage of the containerised cargo of the re-

gion, (or even from neighbouring regions), can be

dedicated to the selected terminal. In the second
step, the (proposed) rail operating forms are

‘‘built’’ using a route specification and taking into

account the total flow allocated to the route or the

link belonging to the route.

In the last step, the solver procedure tries to

determine the optimum flow allocation for the

operating forms and the optimum choice of ter-

minal at the transshipment nodes in order to
minimise the global operating cost within the

constraints of the model. As the costs depend on

link flows and the distribution of flows in the

network depends on the costs, the model allows

for an iterative procedure in which the final flows,

should converge with the flows used for the cal-

culation of cost values from the ‘‘minimum cost’’

envelope curve.
The model consists of several interacting com-

ponents:

� The operating forms module generates itin-

eraries using the networks available with respect to

particular operating forms. The operating forms

are defined by a set of building rules, a set of

minimum running constraints and cost and delay

calculation rules. The building rules are used in the
generation process. The running constraints are

used in the allocation process according to the

following principle: if one of the running con-

straints is not respected, the form is no longer el-

igible for flow allocation;

� The cost and delay module computes the cost

for each itinerary generated by the operating forms

module by applying the cost and delay calculation
rules for the freight volume of the itinerary. The

handling costs for terminal operations depend on

the flows allocated to the terminal in question. The

terminal costs used by the macro-model are cal-

culated through the ‘‘minimum cost envelope’’

curve. This combination has two important ad-

vantages:
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Fig. 6. Global modelling structure.
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1. It enables the simultaneous consideration of

many terminal-handling technologies.

2. It indicates the network nodes (terminals) where

each technological solution is appropriate.

Therefore, the system moves towards its opti-

mum status since each terminal is equipped with

the technological solution that gives the minimum

cost per ITU transshipped. The accuracy of this
optimisation procedure is strongly dependent on

the accuracy of the modelling tools as well as on

the realism of the relevant cost and cargo flow

data. Moreover, it assumes that terminal antago-

nism on the local/national level (when a national

transport chain is considered) as well as on the

international level (when––for example––the Eu-

ropean transport chain is considered) will not af-
fect significantly the optimum conditions of the

whole system. This may be considered unrealistic

but the usefulness of the methodology remains,

given that it indicates the proper structure and the

optimum operation for the whole (national or in-

ternational) network.

� The allocation module allocates flows to

itineraries with the aim of minimising the global
transport costs within the applicable operating

constraints. A maximum market share value limits

flow allocations for the proposed itineraries;

� The market share module is a function esti-

mated and calibrated according to the current

market as regards the cost and delay ratio between

road transport and the competing intermodal

transport. The estimation process allows some
qualitative parameters to be taken into account as

well.

The accuracy/representativeness of the market

share function is very important for the total

modelling precision but unfortunately the required

level is very difficult to be achieved. For the pur-

poses of this work, three techniques are consid-

ered: The random utility approach, a fuzzy logic
based approach and finally expert opinions for

specific transport corridors and rail/truck price

differences. The first two methods can provide

scientific background but it is very difficult to be

implemented due to two major ‘‘difficulties’’: the

lack of adequate traffic volume/cost data and the

quantification of the quality-of-service informa-

tion.

In relation to the above, it is worth mentioning
that the cost issue in combined transport has al-

ways been a ‘‘grey’’ area. There is no universally

accepted cost methodology in the railway sector

and very little information is available in relation

to the breakdown of operating costs. In many

cases the rail prices include large overheads, in-

ternal cross-subsidies or are determined according

to the highest price that the market can bear. As a
sequence, data concerning market share in relation

to corresponding cost are scarcely available. Even

in the case that such data exist, any market share

function should be very carefully developed as it

may suffer the disadvantage that it is based on

market share and cost values in which cost is not

calculated in exactly the same way.

However, relative efforts towards eliminating
this kind of disadvantages, have led to the deri-

vation of acceptable market share functions. Such

functions were developed in certain cases. During

the investigation of the Germany–Italy–Greece

corridor [25], an appropriate market share func-

tion was developed and used for the analysis of the

relevant cargo flows. The function is the outcome

of Logit analysis, which is commonly used in
transport mode choice. The choice was found to be

dependent on the transport cost and the trip time

required for each alternative mode available.

Market share functions of similar form but

with different parameter values reflecting the par-

ticularities of each of the combined transport

market of each country were developed on the

basis of German market data and were used in
projects concerning Central Europe [26,27]. These

later functions are also used for the needs in a

number of case studies (Duisburg–Rotterdam,

Duisburg–Hamburg, Duisburg–Frankfurt/Main

and Rotterdam–Cologne–Rhine–Basle) where the

above presented modelling procedure was imple-

mented.

The quantification of the quality of service in-
formation is another issue where no straightfor-

ward answers exist. The lower level of service that

the combined transport retains in comparison with

the road alternative, form a significant ‘‘barrier’’.

Various quality criteria have been identified (reli-

ability, flexibility, monitoring, security, conve-

nience, qualification) [14].
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According to a study of the mode choice in the
freight sector, consignors are switched from road

to rail and inland navigation only if the transport

cost is 30–50% lower [28,29].

Case studies undertaken in the framework of the

IMPULSE Project have shown the potentiality (for

short and medium distances) of some advanced

handling systems in combination with specific train
operation forms. Fig. 7 presents a European cor-

ridor where some terminals are assumed to be

equipped with an advanced automated handling

system and shuttle–shuttle train operating forms

are assumed to be in service. The resulted indicated

that such a system can be cost effective [16].
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Fig. 7. Case study corridors investigated by use of the micro- and macro-models (Source [16]).
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5. Conclusions

This work proposes a set of models for the in-

vestigation of selected innovative handling tech-

nologies and advanced operating forms that could

lead to a more efficient operation of the combined

terminals and the whole transport chain.

The modelling tool set consists of a micro-
model (expert system supported by a simulation

module) for the comparative evaluation of alter-

native terminal designs and finally a macro-model

for the investigation of the transport chain.

Moreover an analytical model for the pre- and

post-haulage subsystem analysis was developed

and used.

The analysis of conventional and advanced
terminal configurations performed by the micro-

model revealed that each design is effective for a

certain cargo volume range and is restricted by

capacity limitations. These limitations are mainly

imposed by the capacity limitations of the sidings/

transshipment track sub-system rather than by the

handling equipment adequacy. Cost-versus-vol-

ume curves were calculated for various conven-
tional and advanced terminal designs and the

‘‘minimum cost’’ envelope was formulated.

It was also rather clear that advanced techno-

logical solutions should be coupled with ‘‘ad-

vanced’’ rail operating forms and proper truck

booking systems. The effects of the efficient ter-

minal operation in conjunction with advanced rail

operating forms can be investigated by use of a
macro-model which uses the above mentioned

‘‘minimum cost’’ envelope as cost function. This

linking technique enables the simultaneous con-

sideration of many terminal-handling technologies

while it indicates the terminals where each tech-

nological solution is appropriate. Since each ter-

minal is equipped with the technological solution

that gives the minimum cost per ITU transshipped
the whole system moves towards its optimum

status. This approach is strongly depended of the

accuracy of the modelling tools and is based on the

assumption that terminal antagonism in local/na-

tional level as well as in international level will not

affect significantly the optimum conditions of the

whole system. This may be considered as a rather

unrealistic assumption.

However, the proposed methodology remains a
useful tool towards establishing the proper struc-

ture and ensuring optimum operation for a na-

tional or an international––like the common

European––network. It is of course clear that the

formulation and adoption of a commonly ac-

cepted strategy for the combined transport, is a

prerequisite for the application of the proper op-

timisation procedure. Despite today�s uncertainty,
the adoption of a ‘‘central’’ strategy seems to be

the ‘‘shape of thinks to come’’.
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